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?????????????????????-?? [1] ???? associ-
ation scheme ??????? ?? \??" ???????????????
????? coherent conguration ???? ?? Higman [2], [3] ???? ?
???????Higman ?? ????????? coherent conguration ??
??????? ber ?????????????????????? ??
? ber ??? ???????????????????????????
?????????? association scheme ??????????Higman?
???????????? ??????????????????????
????
????????????????? coherent conguration ?????
???? ??????? Lowey ?????? (??? (????) ????
??)?







$X$ ????????? $R$ ???????????? $M_{X}(R)$ ?? $R$ ?????
?????????? $X$ ?????????????????? $s\subset X\cross X$
??????????? $\sigma_{s}\in M_{X}(Z)$ ?? $(x, y)\in s$ ??? $(\sigma_{s})_{xy}=$ 1???
??????????
? 1926? 2014? 66-71 66
????? $(\sigma_{s})_{xy}=0$ ????? $S$ ? $X\cross X$ ??????? $X \cross X=\bigcup_{s\in S}s$
???? $(X, S)$ ? coherent conguration ??????????????
???????
(1) ?? $\triangle=\{1_{1}, \cdots, 1_{r}\}\subset S$ ????? $\bigcup_{i=1}^{r}1_{i}=\{(x, x)|x\in X\}$ ?
???
(2) $s\in S$ ??? $s^{*}=\{(y, x)|(x, y)\in s\}\in S$ ????
(3) $s,$ $t,$ $u\in S$ ????? ?????? $p_{st}^{u}$ ???? $\sigma_{s}\sigma_{t}=\sum_{u\in S}p_{st}^{u}\sigma_{u}$ ?
???
Coherent conguration ? homogeneous ?????? $r=1$ ?????? $\circ$
Homogeneous coherent conguration ???-?? [1] ???? association
scheme ???????????? $(X, S)$ ? coherent conguration ????
?? (3) ?? $\mathbb{Z}S=\oplus_{s\in S}\mathbb{Z}\sigma_{S}$ ?????????????? $RS=R\otimes_{\mathbb{Z}}\mathbb{Z}S$
? $R$-?????? ??? $(X, S)$ ? $R$ ?????????? $s\in S$ ????
$\sigma_{1_{i}}\sigma_{s}\sigma_{1_{j}}=\sigma_{s}$ ??? $(i,j)$ ????????? $S^{ij}=\{s\in S|\sigma_{1_{i}}\sigma_{s}\sigma_{1_{j}}=\sigma_{s}\}$
????
$S= \bigcup_{i}\bigcup_{j}S^{ij}$
? $S$ ??????? ???? $RS^{ii}$ ? $RS$ ? (?????????) ???
????? $RS^{ij}$ ? $(RS^{ii}, RS^{jj})$-???????? ?? $RS^{ij}RS^{jk}\subset RS^{ik},$
$i\neq k$ ??? $RS^{ij}RS^{k\ell}=0$ ?????? $X_{i}=\{x\in|(x, x)\in 1_{i}\}$ ?????
$X= \bigcup_{i=1}^{r}X_{i}$ ? $X$ ??????? $X_{i}$ ? $(X, S)$ ? ber ???? $(X_{i}, S^{ii})$
? homogeneous coherent conguration ????
Coherent conguration ??????????????????? $X$ ?
????? $G$ ? $X$ ????????? ???? $G$ ????? $X\cross X$ ?
? (????) ???????? ????????????? $X\cross X$ ???
$S$ ????? $(X, S)$ ? coherent conguration ???? ???? $X$ ? $G$ ?
????? ber ??????????????? coherent conguration ?
homogeneous ???? ????????????????
2 Higman ???





$G=\langle(1,2)$ , $(3,4 H=\langle(1,2)(3,4)\rangle$ ???? $G$ ? $H$ ???? $X=$
$\{1$ , 2, 3, 4 $\}$ ????????? ?? $X\cross X$ ??????????????
$(\begin{array}{llll}0 1 4 41 0 4 45 5 2 35 5 3 2\end{array}), (\begin{array}{llll}0 1 4 51 0 5 46 7 2 37 6 3 2\end{array})$
???? ?????? coherent conguration ?????? $G,$ $H$ ??? $X$
??????? ???? $X=\{1, 2\}\cup\{3$ , 4 $\}$ ????? $X\cross X$ ?????
?????
$X$ ??? {1, 2}, {3, 4} ???? homgeneous coherent conguration ?
????? ????
???? ??????? ??? coherent conguration ?????????
???????Higman ?????????? ????????? $(4, 5, 6, 7)$
?????????? $0$ ??????? ??????? $0$ ????????
?????????????





$A$ ??????????? $pi(A)$ ? $A$ ????????????????
$e,$ $f\in pi(A)$ ?????? $A$-????? $eA\cong fA$ ?????? $e\sim f$ ??
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???? ????????? 5? $e$ ??????? $[e]$ ???? ?????
?? $\tilde{pi}(A)$ ???? ???? $\tilde{p}i(A)$ ??? $A$-?????????????
????? $IRR(A)$ ???? $[e]\mapsto eA/eJ(A)$ ?????????????
??? $J(A)$ ? $A$ ? Jacobson ??????
$P$ ???? $F$ ??? $P$ ?????? $(X, S)$ ? coherent conguration?
$X_{1}$ , , $X_{r}$ ? $(X, S)$ ? ber ???? $r\geq 2$ ???????? $(X_{i}, S^{ii})$ ??
??? $FS^{ii}$ ? $FS$ ? (?????????) ????????
$FS^{ii}$ ???????? $FS$ ???????????? $e,$ $f\in P^{i}C^{FS^{ii})}$ ??
?? $eFS^{ii}\cong fFS^{ii}$ ? $eFS\cong fFS$ ????????????? $pi(FS^{ii})arrow$
$\tilde{p}i(FS)$ ??????????????????? $\Phi$ : $\bigcup_{i=1}^{r}\tilde{p}i(FS^{ii})arrow\tilde{p}i(FS)$
????? ?????????
$\mathcal{A}=\bigoplus_{\sim}^{r}{}_{i=1}FS^{ii}$ ???? $\mathcal{A}$ ? $FS$ ????????? ??? ?????
???? $pi(\mathcal{A})$ ? $\bigcup_{i=1}^{r}\tilde{p}i(FS^{ii})$ ????????
$[e]\in\tilde{p}i(FS)$ ???? $e_{i}\in P^{i1^{FS^{ii})}}(i=1, \cdots, r)$ ?? $\Phi^{-1}([e])\cap$
$\tilde{p}i(FS^{ii})\neq\emptyset$ ??? $[e_{i}]\in\Phi^{-1}([e])\cap pi(FS^{ii})$ ??? ???????? $e_{i}=0$
????
????????????????????
?? 1. $eFS/eJ(FS)\downarrow_{\mathcal{A}}\cong\oplus_{i=1}^{r}e_{i}FS^{ii}/e_{i}J(FS^{ii})$ .
????????????? ?? $\Phi([e])=\Phi([f])$ ??????????
???? ???????????????
?? 2. $[e],$ $[f]\in\tilde{p}i(\mathcal{A})$ ????? $\Phi([e])=\Phi([f])$ ???????????
?? $eFSf\not\subset F(FS)$ ?????????
$V\in IRR(FS)$ ????? ??????? $P(V)$ ???? ?? $FX$ ??
? $FS$-??????????? $FX$ ? $FS\subset M_{F}(X)$ ???? $FX$ ????
$FS$-??????????? ???? $m_{V}=Hom_{FS}(P(V), FX)$ ?????
??? $V$ ???????? ??? $FX$ ???????????? $V$ ??
???????????
?????????
?? 3. $(X, S)$ ? coherent confuguration ?? $X_{1},$ $X_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $X_{r}$ ??? ber
???? $F$ ?????????
(1) ?? $\Phi'$ : $\bigcup_{i=1}^{r}IRR(FS^{ii})arrow IRR(FS)$ ,
$\Phi'(W)=(W\otimes_{FS^{ii}}FS)/J(FS)(W\otimes_{FS^{ii}}FS)$
?????? ????????? ??? $\Phi'$ ? $IRR(FS^{ii})$ ??????
?????
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(2) $V\in IRR(FS)$ ???? $V\downarrow_{\mathcal{A}}\cong\oplus_{W\in\Phi^{\prime-1}(V)}W$ ???????? $\dim_{F}V=$
$\sum_{w\in\Phi^{\prime-1}}(V)\dim_{F}W$ ????
(3) ?? $\Phi'$ ???????????? $m_{W}=m_{\Phi'(W)}$ ??????
4 ???
?????????????? ?????????? (????) ????
??????
????? coherent conguration ?????? ?? ber ??? homo-
geneous coherent conguration ??????????
1. $|X_{i}|=k_{i}=1(1\leq i\leq\alpha)$ ???? $|S^{ii}|=1$ ????
2. $|X_{i}|=k_{i},$ $|S^{ii}|=2(\alpha+1\leq i\leq r)$ ??????
$\bullet p(k_{i}(\alpha+1\leq i\leq\beta)$
$\bullet p|k_{i}(\beta+1\leq i\leq r)$
????
$(X, S)$ ? $X_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $X_{r}$ ???? ???? $|S^{ij}|=1(i\neq i)$ ???????
???
????????????? $(X, S)$ ????????????? Loewy
???????????
?? 4. ?? $FS$-???
$U, V_{i}(\alpha+1\leq i\leq\beta) , W_{j}(\beta+1\leq j\leq r)$
????
?? 5. (1) $1\leq\beta<r$ ???? ????? Loewy ???????????
$(_{\overline{W_{\beta+1}}}. U. W_{r}) (V_{i}) , ( \frac{}{}\frac{W_{j}U}{W_{\beta+1}\cdots W_{r}})$
$(\alpha+1\leq i\leq\beta, \beta+1\leq j\leq r)$ .
70
(2) $0=\beta<r$ , ???? ????? Loewy ???????????
$( \frac{W_{j}}{W_{1}\cdots W_{r}})$
$(1\leq j\leq r)$ .
(3) $\beta=r$ ??? $FS$ ????????
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